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From an early age, Paula Brown had a natural attraction and strong connection to nature and animals. She spent much
of her life loving, caring and interacting with animals, motivating her to become a professional animal communicator.
Brown was also interested in the movement of “chi” or energy in animals and therefore became an avid student and
practitioner of feng shui. Brown learned her love, passion and spiritual connection with animals melded beautifully
with her knowledge of Black Hat Feng Shui principles, leading her to develop and author Fur Shui (1st edition by
Lyons Press, 2008, sold out, 2nd Edition by Paula Brown 2013). Fur Shui applies Feng Shui Black “Cat” principles (so
coined by Brown who maintains a humorous and light hearted approach to Fur Shui throughout her book) to the
furrier species, reflecting the laws of feng shui to guide you and your animal toward a happy and healthy home.
Paula’s original career path hails from more than 20 years experience in Advertising and Design as an award winning Art
Director and Creative Director within and consulting for major ad agencies such as Arnold and Company, Ingalls,
Olgilvy One, Mc Cann Erickson, DDB, and others. She also provided her marketing and advertising consulting
expertise for entertainment clients such as Columbia Tri Star, Fox, and NBC, and various companies in Japan. Brown’s
heart’s desire has been uncovering the “emotional” basis of a client’s “brand” and expressing this in visual form. That
search for the pure concept and emotional basis or “heart” of a product or person has always been the genesis of her
own creative branding boutique, personal expression in art, and visual communications.
For the past 10 years, Brown has followed her own heart. Her love of animals and ability to connect with them, along
with her keen curiosity about how the heart connects energetically, led Brown to apply her “gift” in a new career path as
an animal communicator. Having a deep sense of compassion along with the ability to quickly and deeply connect with
the core of an issue, Brown became motivated to telepathically communicate with all types of species. Her communication
studies include being a student and graduate of worldwide known animal communicator, lecturer, teacher and author
Carol Gurney. After studying with Gurney, Brown began taking referrals from around the world as her successful
communications practice, The Heart of Conversation, grew and became the established practice that it is now known
for today.
Brown’s interest in moving “chi”, or energy, in animals is what inspired her to becoming an official “practitioner” of
Black Hat Feng Shui. Her studies include graduating from both The Black Hat School of the Tibetan/Hawaiian
Institute of Feng Shui taught by Master Nate Batoon and the Qi Gong program at Emperor’s College of Traditional
Oriental Medicine in Santa Monica. Attending the Flower Essence Society in Nevada City, CA rounded out her need
for education and application of the art of Flower Essence therapy for and with animals. Her love of horses and great
desire to deeply understand and help equine led her to study at Monty Robert’s Flag is Up Farm in Solvang, CA. Brown
is an active member of the Society of Dowsers with the Ozark Research Institute, AK, a guest lecturer for holistic and
alternative healing organizations and has taught animal communications workshops.
Brown graduated Magna Cum Laude from the University of Washington, Seattle, WA with a BFA Degree in Graphic
Design, also completed studies with UCLA in Computer Creative Programs and Art Center in Pasadena, CA in Web
Design. Brown resides in Marina del Rey, CA.
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